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K&T-ttAilVEST FOOG GRAIN SYSTEXS - 

This paper, together with its appendices, is addressed to 

the Technical Advisory Committee and, if the TAC so decides, 

to the members of the Consultative Group on International 

Agricultural Research. It tras written following a suggestion 

by, and subsequent discussion during the 1973 CGlAR meeting in 

Washington, with Sir John irawford, the Chairman of TAC. 

The paper will argue that more serious attention and 

material support be given to improving post-harvest grain 

systems, and will rccommenrl certain courses of action for 

consideration by TAC an4 the CSiAii. \ , 

There are three appendices: 

A. 

B, 

C. 

report of a study on Post-llarvest Rice Tec!inology in ' 

four countries of Southeast Asia written by Dr. Dante 

de Padua of the University of the Philippines, Los Banos; 

the report of a mission from the University of Alberta 

which studied the Post-Harvest Food Grains Industry in 

several semi-arid areas of Africa; 

the report and recommendations of a Rice Processing 

Advisory Group which met at IRRI. 

Financial support fcr each of these three activities 

was provided by the International Deve1opmen.t Research Centre. 

Only two crop producing regions are covered by this 

report txc it is rcmjnizel t"i&t greater ~~,ttzntir;n to post- 

harvest difficulties is r;ecessary in many ether areas of the 

1 ess dcvel aped worl:j. It is hyped that -i F ~nii w:h2,1? created, 

ZCARDR w-i 1 I give a:lcqutitc cc~:;cern i;o p'3st-j~rv~:jt: research 

either within its core program or ti?rLliigh enco;J~*;get,ient to 

existing research institutions in the region it will serve. 
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It is probable that a working group on post-harvest '. . 
research in Latin America will meet in the region during 

the summer of 7975. 

THE PROBLEM- 

The overriding preoccupation of the international 

agricuitural research centres (IARCs) is to create 

improved food crop varieties and to implant these 
. 

varieties in farmers' fields. An equall:/ important, 

yet largely ignored problem for the ttrhole international 

agricultural community is how to protect and transport 

more efficiently foJd crops from the point of harvest '\ 
' . 

to the needy consumers; how to convey food crops surplus 

to the farmers' own needs from the regions and seasons 

of abundance to those of scarcity. 

It is to the post-harvest probletns as they relate 

to subsistence grains1 that this paper is addressed. 

"Post-harvest"2 refers to the system of activities which 

occur from the place and time of harvest until the edible 

portion of a crop reaches the point of consumption. 

1 It is recognized that tropical root crops, fruits and 
vegetables, fish and animal products, also suffer from 

, inadequate post-harvest research. Since the TAC and the 
CG have assigned.highest priori-ty to cereal grains and 
food legumes, these crops are exclusively the subject of 
this report. 

2 Perhaps "post-production" WOUlJ be more accurate ti?ari 
"post-harvest" since the teci-;i;iqi;zs of harvesting are 
themselves a critical compone~it of the system However, 
since it is the term most accepted, "post-harvest" will 
be used in preference to "post-groiuction" thrcjughout 
this text, 
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Many scientists, technologists and czhers have examined 

various individual components of existing or imagined post- 

' harvest systems. Entomologists have studied insect control; 

engineers - storage structures and crop drying; food technologists - 

transformation processes; economists - pricir-rg and marketing; 

nutritionists - general estimates (e.g. food balance sheets) of 

food grain availability. The findings reported in Appendices 

A and B and in the published literature strongly suggest that, 

for the most part, post-harvest research has concentrated upon 

components of rather than upon the whole post-harvest system. 

The research has tended to be widely fragmented rather than 

integrated. 

Communication and ccoperation could tiave been better .. 

among different scientists studying the same component of 

a post-harvest system in the same or similar geographic 

regions. To some extent this is the result of inadequate 

cooperation among multilateral and bilateral agencies who 

have sponsored post-harvest projects. In one African 

country the mission encountered three grain storage 

techniques each significantly different in principle 

and design, being promoted by three-different agencies 

to essentially the same subsistence grain farmers. Such 

' competitive diversity is more likely to confuse than to 

enlighten the intended beneficiaries. 

It is appreciated that any single technical problem 

may be solved in more ways-than one,"and that'different 

solutions may satisfy different circumstances. The mission 

reported more than 100 different small farm grain storage 

designs iri use in East Africa. Hence, before Froposing 

*... 4 
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one or more new techniques it would seem logical to compare, 

technically and ccono-;lically, the new aitertlatives Gth what 

is already in use to octcrmine which is best suited to the 

post-harvest system which exists or is planned. 

The development of ncyr storage, dryirtg atid processing 

techniques should not be undertaken wittlout a prior investi- 

gation of the total system. The de Padua report refers to 

rice milling technologies unsuited in scale, versatility, 

labor demand and cost of operation to the system into which 

they were placed. It refers to drying n;ei:harisms ill-designed 

and located too far from the point of harvest. A number of 

innovations proposed for or introduced into post-harvest 

rice systems reveal an innocence of the difficulties of \ 

threshing, storing and milling hig;i moisture‘ yice crops 

harvested during rainy seasons. Rice harvested with a 

moisture content in excess of 252 deteriorates rapidly 

and may be completely spoiled if the nearest drlcr is 

located at a rice mill several days journey from the point 

of harvest. 

* 

. . 

The reports from Africa and Asia testify to the inadequate 

concern given to the economics and logistics of post-harvest 

systems, and to the climatic, social and political environment 

in which the systems must function. 

The de Padua report specifics post-harvest difficulties 

resulting from the replacemc:\t of traditional varieties k;ith 

new high yielding and early makurirq ric: varieties. It . . . 
refers also to the difficulty of a,dapting imported milling 

machines designed to process weil-graded rice cf uniform 

grain size, to the widely hetcra~encus ,-iixtures of different 

rice varieties which are delivered t;o ,aany y:;jl '1 j,sian rice 

mills. 

l .** 5 
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Additional post-harvest problems may be anticipated if 

and b'hen more productive ri;ultiFle cropping systems are adopted 

by ASi;Liti and African farmers. In fact, t5e extent to which 

technologically superior production technoloyics are adopted 

by farmers will i;e largely ir,i'\t:?ncci; by tiie korthiness of 

ttie COCCS Sb.?ilt post-hdrYesC sySi;cirr. 

. 

The African mission report lays stress upon the inter- 

dependence of pre- and post-harvest systems and the influence 

of each upon the other. In essence, it asserts that subsistence 

fdrmi nr; wi 11 ci]ntS r;i;e 2s .‘;i:i, tor;;i ncifit pattern ilf agricuitaral 

life in semi-arid tropical Africa until post-harvest systems 

come into being which encourage farmers to produce food grains 

surplus to their personal needs. It was the concensus of 

those interviewed by the mission that fajmers in the Sahel ' 

could 5ave grown more sorghum and millet duringthe recent 

years of drought. The Sahelian subsistence farmers were 

discouraged from growing more grain by the absence of an 

organized post-harvest system including markets in which , 

the farmers could have confidence. . 

The present average yields of food grains in semi-arid -_ 
tropical Africa are of the order of half-a-ton per hectare. 

ICRISAT's scientists offer promise of technologies which 

will yield ten times or more the present average. It can 

be predicted that in much of Africa, ICRISAT's ingenuity 

will be utterly frustrated unless it is matched by an 

equally imaginative investment in appropriate post-harvest 

systems, systems which p&iv-ice the mechanisms and offer the 

incentives necessary to enable farmers to deliver food crops 

to a profitable ma,rket. 

. . . . 6 



Both the de Padua and African mission reports emphasize 

the dependence of the grain production system upon the marketing 

component of the post-harvest system. tkirkets exist to serve 

' customers and consumers as we17 as producers. It appears that 

more sympathetic attention could profitably be given to the 

needs and demands of consumers since they are the end point of 

every post-harvest system. . 

In part, many of the frustrations of the past result from 

an oversimplified concept of tin transfer of technology. 

Various agencies and advisers I;:ve sougnt to tiansiocate 

post-harvest technologies of d.rying, storage, preservation, 

processing,etc. betnecn cnvironme;;ts Kidely dissimilar, in 

climate, and with diverse economic, technical and human 

-I resources. Coincident with this ill-conceived attitude 

to the "transfer of technology" one finds remnants of the 

philosophy that "research precedes extension by two years"., 

This has led to machines: devices and techniques being 

elaborated in research institutions far tiistant'physically, 

philosophically and intellectually from the farmers and 

. 

. . 

other peoples of the LDC s they propose to serve, presumably 

in the expectation that local extension services will adapt 

all to work satisfactorily. 

Several of the IARCs have demonstrated the benef,its of 

planning and pursuing their production research objectives 

in close cooperation with th‘. Q farmers whom the results are 

intended to benefit. A par_illlel approach to post-harvest 
. 

research appears eminently desirable. Yost farmers have 

gained centuries of co11 sctive experience and their opinion 

is worth seeking before any research project is formulated. 

. 

l 

. 
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agricultural prijduc.i;ion *iecilnoioqists and post-harvest 

technologists was urged by 3 recent meet;ng Ijf Asian 

scientists sponsor4 by the International Union of Food 

Science and Technology (iUFoST). It cannot be too greatly 

emphas i zed tiia t post-harvest research be cioseiy associated 

with pre-harvest /production research, since the tcro are‘ 

entirely interdependent, 

One could overburden :;tiis t:+zxt with countless examples 

of technological efforts riastcil t~cause the relevant post- 

harvest system ~!as neithclr defined nor understood. It is 

not the purpose of this psp~r to point the finger of blame 

but rather to encourage the community of international 

development agencies and gbvernr\ents of t!ie LDCs they 

seek to serve, to take a serious look at post-harvest 

problems and to creatg? r~chanisms which can significantly 

strengthen existing systems and design and implement more 

reliable post-harvest grain systems wiierevcr t!,ey are needed. 

. 

This document is acXres:;e4 to the TAC. It :night also - 

be referred to the gover::ments of many LXs. Ttic appended 

reports draw attention to developing countries in !Jhich 

comparatively efficient post- harvest systems exist for 

export crops \<hile the food crops for their indigenous 

peoples are almost totally igncrcd. iilany LXs rely heavily 

upon imported cereal grains, which in large part are processed 

to feed expanding urban pcpulaticns. If they are to reduce . 
their dependence upon for&*gn grain supplies;'LDC governments 

must assign higher priorities bcth to increased grain production 

and to effective pos't-harvest grain systems. ' 

. . . . a 
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One somewhat delicate mdtter which? cwcerns the governments 

of the LDCs deserves brief comment. A number of Asian and African 

nations have established research institutions whose mandate includes 

some components of the post-harvest system. Unfortunately, in common 

with similar institutions in developed countries, they do not all 

address themselves to the urgent practical post-harvest problems 

with which their .fai-mers, st~ai 1 prxessit~g ("actories and distribution 

channels are confronted, ilather, some appear to opt for research 

which appears more scientifically ingenious ,chan pragmaticaily useful. 

This point is made not as a scornful criticism, but because it has 

relevance to facilities which exist in t;le LDCs but which are 

inadequately used for urgent, reievant post-harvest technoiogy 

research and training. 'I 

The meeting of Asian agriculttira! and food research scientists 

which stated the need for a closer cooperation between agricultural 

production research and post-harves t research, also drew attention 

to the need for better regio;;al communication and information 

systems. Scientists in the LDCs are often better informed on 

scientific progress in North America and Europe than on what 

has been achieved in neighbouring countries. Information and 

training services are as important as research and development 
l 

in programs which seek to improve post-harvest systems. l 

THE BENEFITS OF EFFICIENT 
POST-HARVEST SYSTEXS -- 

An inefficient post-harvest system is a deterrent to food 

grain production ; an unrelisble or quixotic post-harvest system 

confronts the grain farmer with a greater risk than he can 

contemplate. Conversely an orderly post-harvest system creates 

the climate of confi4cncc css;:::'ii di if subsistence grain farmers 

are to be perSiAailed to ;ii"oiltiic;: ,ralns in EXWSS of their 

subsistence needs. 
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Each of the three appended reports presents estimates 

of post-harvest losses. It is recognizccd that these figures 

are approximations. I,icvertheless, the most conservative 

.estin:ates suggest annual post-harvest grain losses of the 

order of millions of toiis. Wether viewed in econonlic terms 

or in terms of huLlan nutrition in the LKs, such losses are 

intolerable. Consecjuen t!y, the principal gain from more 

efficient post-harvest systems would tie a substantial increase 

in the food grains available in the LKs. In ttirn, this 

should serve to i.;iprovc nutritional well-being, reduce 

outflow of fcreic,r, i:urrci?cj' (;nd result i5 general economic 

benefit. Post-harvest s,y:.t~s, rationaiiy conceived and 

administered, promote consistency of supuly, and disccuragc 

cycles of regional and seasonal surpluses and deficiencies 

with their resultant pendulistic price fl'uctuations. They 

permit a more uniform an d eccnonic distribution and utilization 

of food grains. 

. * 
. 

It is submitted that these potential benefits justify 

a considerably increased investment in post-harvest research, 

development, information and training. 

In developed countries where less than 70 percent of 

the population are farmers, many millior,s are employed 

in the component activities of the post-harvest system. 

An orderly pest-harvest system offers many opportunities 

for increased rural and rural-urban ehiployment: employment 

in harvesting, grading, storing, transportation, processing 
*. II 

and marketing the grains; employment in constructing the 

facilities and distributing the machines necessary to the 

various post-harvest activities. It is urged that, in 

ftiture, more attention be givsil -lo designing post-harvest 

rdaChineS and devic;es wnich cd!: he built it: the LCCS using 

local lildteri3lS and labour, ai14 to identiiying the means 

by which to encourage such indigenous man;,facturc. 

. . ..lO. 
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Appropriate post-harvest processing technologies reduce 

spollagc, and enhance "ihe acceptability, utility and nutritional 

quality of food grains. Urban populations in the LDCs display 

an increasing dC?iilarld fGt* processed foods. The demand for 

North American and European types of bread is increasing in 

Africa in almost perfect correlation with increase in urban 

population. Much of this bread is made from imported wheat, 

Cereal-based weaning and infant foods are also imported in 

substantial quant'ties by many LDCs. There is ample evidence 

to suggest that technologies can be developed to permit 

significant proportions of indigenous sorghum, millet, maize 

and tropical legumes to be used in place of the imported 

cereals. These technologies, if commercialized, would provide 

employment opportunities and, perhaps more important, a 

comparatively stable and cons1 'stent year round demand for 

locally produced food grains. Th:is, they would constitute 

an incentive to increased food grain production. 

The missions' reports suggest the potential advantages 

of dispersing a number of versatile, labour-intensive grain 

processing units among rural communities in preference to 

one or two large, centralized, comparatively inflexible, , 

capital-intensive grain mills. 

. . . 

. . ..ll 
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In both Asia and the semi-arid tropics of Africa, the 

need is urgent for increased research, development, information 

facilities and training in pest-harvest food grain systems. 

It is not recommended, however, that any new research 

institutions be created, !?athcr ) it is reccmmended that 

existing international, regional an3 national facilities 

for post-harvest research, training and information be 

considerably strengthened, that their individual efforts 

be more effectively coordieated, and that adequate mechanisms 

for technical guidance, cooperation and \cxci;ange of information 

be created. 1 

International action is necessary to help cjcvernments 

in LDCs to a better understanding of what steps are necessary 

to create efficient post-harvest systems. Individual 

components of such systems, including crop drying, storage, 

processing, transportation, and marketing can each benefit 

from imaginative applied research. But unless the relevance 

of each coliiponent, relative to the total system, is understood, 

imagined improvements in compohent technologies may prove more 

detrimental than beneficial to the system as a whole. 

It is recommended that more attention be gi,Jen to the 

economic, human and social factors within each post-harvest 

systezl, particularly as th;cly relate +o the attitudes and 

demands of the consumers to whom the post-harvest system 

is ultimately directed. 

. ...12 
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it is recommended that ~IG;“P of z. ^ the applied research in 

post-harvest systems, and the components of these systems, 
52 uj~;ep"~,~~&j lii;(-jer retL; _ ‘iifc rural conditions, rather than 

within laboratories, K~re iabaratory or experimental 

station research is 

~robiem be defined 

solution tested by, 

consumers. 

necessary, it is y c(;r;p:~lpgd& that the 

iit consultation witn, and the proposed 

the relevant farmers, processors and 

$/here the result of a research project is a nebd or 

modified machine, following apparently successful prototype 

development and testing, it is recommended that the project 

be pursued to the point of determining the feasibility of 

manufacture in the country or region of proposed use. 

Feasibility studies should take account of engineering, 

economic and marketing factors, and the means by which 

local manufacture and distribution would be encouraged. 

SPECIFIC PROPOSALS 

Earlier, it was stated that the crea%ion of new 

post-harvest research institutions is not recommended 

either for Asia or for Africa. f\leverthel es5 , in each 

region a central coordinating advisory and information 

service is believed to be necessary. It is recommended 

that such a service be crested through international 

action and be supported through multi-donor participation. 1 
It is requested that the T&+~nical Advisory Committee give 

consideration to the following specific proposals and, if 

in agreement, recommend to the Consultative Group on 

ifltertititi0l-31 Agricii; LLiral 2t3j;CA:“Cri ,ti~;at the necessary 

ffnanij (ii rcsou;-cef; jc So!_i$5: i:-<,s,t arofls; ti;~ CGIAR membership. 

. ...73 
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It is not impiied -ill tiiis recommendatior, that IRkI's core 

research program be greatly cx~andec. Rspwr, the Team would 

assist appropriate govcrnwr~t and academic institutions to 

identify the proble;ns of tlit:i r exi st;ng or needed post-harvest 

syster;is, dnc! fOrr;i~i~te practical resL:arch, demonstraticn and 

traininr; programs to solve tile problems identified. The Team 

would.be available to pro:lide Guidance in tnc conduct of these 

activities. The Team ~culd also recommend !?riiScl; institutions 

within the regions are best equipped to undertake specific 

research, demonstra.tinn and ' . k:ra-;nins pros ams. r 

The Team ~oull be able to dra\;; on the considerable experience 

of existing IK?i st;l.ff and facilities an3 upon the scientists 

ar,d fscilitics at the Ijni\:ersity of the Philippines for additional 

support and advice. It SilGLi;ci hve access to other technical 

competence throqkout ,-il +' e,<egicn and, be enabled to employ 

specialist consultants as required. 't-h-- ~ services of the Team 

would be available -to an:/ rice producir,~ cour,try cf the region. 
f croci T .i ti i ,_ ,(.'C$jd '3;;-j; 5:; i- " .' -1 ~ I, \ .L ; - .-,j d f ,;ser,;< n&,;e 1-5 1 evant .I :.I , _ L i I< I 
. c 1 Ii ;O;^t';,~ t‘i o;j L!;:,~nj s. I, I I t: " c, [ ",( ', y' ; : ' / ( ,., hII. b.3, <i>Li\t,'!*; >js. 

. . ..I4 
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governments already exists hnd has met on at least one 

occasion. The expansion of this ccmmittee could be the 

mechanism for creatirq the Policy Advisory Group. The 

Policy Advisory Group, having representatives from each 

of the cooperating countries' national organizations, 

would be the body through C:hich agreement could be reached 

on the distribution of research effort among the cooperating, 

countries. The Group, in cooperation with the Technical 

Support Team could also make recommendation? ta donor 

agencies concerning bilateral aid needed b,y countries 

within the cooperating network. 

The diagram on the next page provides a schematic 

representation of the envisaged interaction among (a) the 

CGIAR and donor agencies, (b) the Technical Support Team, 

(c) the Policy Advisory Group, and (d) institutions in 

cooperating countries. 

Clearly a variety of administrative arrangements for 

the proposed Policy Advisory Group and the Technical Support 

Team are possible. The Technical Support Team activities 

could be financed by a special grant from the CGIAi? to the 

Board of Governors of IRRI K&Y would administer the grant. 

It might also be necessary to provide for a small secretariat 

to serve the needs of the Policy Advisory Grouo. 

. ...15 
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The direct involvement e+ a PO1 i Cy AdVi SG!“Jj Si”CLip dipaWn 

from the cooperating cotintfies -is colisitiered essential to 

the style of the program proposed. in proposing that the 

research be guided by the Technical Support Team, but 

undertaken largely by the existing nationa? institutions, 

it is believed that the program would address the problems 

common to many countries, thus minimizing duplication'of 

effort. At the same time it e!ouid serve to strengthen 

national po St-harvest systems and national research and 

development capacities. 

. 1 
Ir. 1s ccjgsl(-;iir<J<j thtit ti2e bulk of the researc?i financing 

for t/)e pr();j()S& @c~ i,-j;a'rijt"S"1 ;:rocjram Would come in the form 
of bjl;icr$ sib froni donor* a(-.:~;.;*- .,.-',ics to the cooperating government 

agencies and research institutions. An exact budge t for the total 

program proposed has not been worked out but it is believed that 

the annual budget for the Technical Support Team should not 

exceed $750,030. 

. . ..l? 
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SEMI-ARID AFRICA 

The magnitude and scope of the post-harvest program needed 

in semi-arid Africa is more difficult to define but again it is 

desirable that any post-harvest research and development program 

be clearly associated with production research facilities. It 

is recommended that a multicisziplinary, gost-harvest team be 

established on a long ter~i basis Ic or-:gage in post-harvest 

SYS ISirS resear'cii 1 2;~ bti avti/la;,le for advif:e and technicai 

assistaniz l ,.. .c ( 1 1 L u I* ~1 f.. j 22 : I 1 1 i; i ; i; T, c;evC g;,i;if:, G  grcj ect;s and f-0 

provide reisvant asvice to <~O'Jerril:tCCt a<~encics and institutions. 

This team could serve as a channel of comE-unicstion and an 

information resource for th;: African countries of the ser;ii-arid 

tropics and also 2% c! ) &it?k with actual and potential 'donors. 
4 

The site in Ftf rica from :&ich such a team might best 

operate is less clear than is the case in Asia. The IITA 

at Ibadan is not concerned :Jith the crops 9-f tile semi-arid 

tropics and there is no international agricultural research 

centre in Africa which is. It is important, i: it is to 

be functionally mobile, that the post-harvest team be 

located near to a reliable international airport, at a 

place where an active agricultural research program is 

in progress and where facilities for post-harvest research 

and training are available. 

Of all the locations considered, it is the opinion of 

the authors that Senegal offers the most attractive choice. 

At Bambey, within easy re>'ch of Ciakar, the CP!R,1 maintains 

a lively program of semi--arid crops research and has 

facilities for activities ralatcd to post-harvest systems, 

. . ..il 
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The Institut de  Technologie klimentairt {IT;,), located in 

Dakar, is equipped to unier',di:e procecsir:g research and 

has esLabIished contacts \;ith 50th the rural community 

and local food aiid agriculta;al indus?ries. Residence 
in Llakar would also dn~dri;gc ti;~ ,i'ormaticr: of a  bilingual 

'team, an absolute nci;cssiLy i? thy j;e<irii is te serve all of 

the countries of potcntisi interest. 

To  ma intain the interriational scope and character 

of the r*;ork without being associaled with an international 

institution, it wil? probably be necessary to establish a  

sr,\all regional pcllicy and a&;inistrative body in addition 

to the prO?OSeii tecniiicai tearil. 

It must be  cr;ipiiasizeJ that no  discussion of this 8, II_- . 
suggesteli prcrjr3r; has take;: &.;i ac2 with ihe Government - --A_--- 
of Senegal fir any of its officers. -- ---I--- This sccJc;estion 

must therefore be regd~de;i as explar-atory and tentative. w--v *w--w - ._ I 

It should also be recortle?:: that the extent of potential 

interest among possible cooperating African countries needs 

to be explored before any final detailed recommendat ions can 

be made. III this respect the suggested program is much less 

advanced in Africa than in Asia. 

If the TAC approves in principle the foregoing 

recommendations, it may wish to consider the creation 

of a  sub-committee to examine the proposals in r.:ore 

detail. If so, the members of the m issions which 

prepared the appended reports,..and the author of..this 

report, will be  glad to offer whatever assistance the , 
TAC members deem appropriate. 


